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Abstract Estimating the stress in reservoirs and their surroundings prior to the production is a key
issue for reservoir management planning. In this study, we propose an integrated inverse method to
estimate such initial stress state. The 3D stress state is constructed with the displacement-based finite
element method assuming linear isotropic elasticity and small perturbations in the current geometry of
the geological structures. The Neumann boundary conditions are defined as piecewise linear functions
of depth. The discontinuous functions are determined with the CMA-ES (Covariance Matrix Adaptation
Evolution Strategy) optimization algorithm to fit wellbore stress data deduced from leak-off tests and
breakouts. The disregard of the geological history and the simplified rheological assumptions mean that
only the stress field, statically admissible and matching the wellbore data should be exploited. The spatial
domain of validity of this statement is assessed by comparing the stress estimations for a synthetic folded
structure of finite amplitude with a history constructed assuming a viscous response.

1 Introduction
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tectonic events from the sediment deposits to the current geological layers geometry. It also requires the mechanical behaviours of the materials to be known during all the history.
At this time-scale, these behaviours involve time-dependent
non-linear constitutive models such as plastic, visco-elastic or
visco-elasto-plastic laws. For instance, Hassani et al. [1997]
developed a visco-elastic model to study the plate deformation and stress in subduction processes, and Gerya and Yuen
[2007] applied a visco-elasto-plastic rheology to subduction
zones, magmatic dikes, etc. The implementation of such models in computational codes is very tedious and involves a high
computational cost. Furthermore, the precise geological history and mechanical behaviours are not known. As a result,
reproducing the whole geological history is not a good solution
for our purpose, namely developing a case-independent and
numerically flexible method.

In-situ stress state knowledge is particularly essential in civil
engineering (tunnelling or excavations), mining (setting mine
plans) and in the petroleum industry. During oil and gas field
exploitation for instance, the depletion disturbs the mechanical
equilibrium, yielding a stress change in the reservoir and the
overlying geological layers (the overburden) [Addis, 1997].
This could have unexpected consequences such as borehole
instabilities [Zoback et al., 2003] or oil and gas leaks or migration [Wiprut and Zoback, 2002]. Such risk can be identified
with yield criteria such as the Mohr-Coulomb criterion which
depends on the stress state. The goal of this paper is to present
an integrated method to compute the virgin stress in reservoirs
and surrounding rocks. The method relies on an inverse approach. It is called “integrated” because it is not specific to a
given case study and it can handle adjustable numerical methods and software. Another significant advantage of the method
is the proper account of complex 3D geometries.
In-situ methods such as relaxation methods [Amadei and
Stephansson, 1997], leak-off tests [Clark, 1949] or borehole
breakout analysis using wellbore images [Zoback, 2007] give
a one dimensional stress estimation. They partially estimate
the 3D stress tensor, but they all suffer from the sparsity of observations and the scarcity of stress measurements. Moreover,
interpolating the stress field between local measurements is
extremely challenging and questionable because of the material and mechanical heterogeneities such as faults or folds that
highly disturb it [Faulkner et al., 2006, Zoback et al., 1987].
Therefore, in-situ methods are not sufficient to fully estimate
the stress field in 3D.
An approach to estimate the stress field in a whole 3D domain is to numerically solve Partial Differential Equations describing the geological history and the rheology of the medium
studied. Such an approach requires the knowledge of all the

The key point of this study is to consider the current geometry of the geological structures and to not take into account the
geological history by constraining the stress estimation to the
wellbore data. A similar idea has been investigated by Madyarov and Savitski [2010]. These authors limit their work to
a simple 2D test and use a classical gradient-based algorithm
to minimize the misfit between the data and the computed
stress by changing the Neumann conditions (i.e. the prescribed
forces on the model boundaries). Maerten et al. [2016] have
also studied the estimation of the “far field tectonic stress” by
constraining the stress using the mechanical type, the orientation and the location of fractures. They use the boundary
element method to compute the stress, which is suitable and
fast for homogeneous elastic medium.
The method proposed in this paper is to use a simple linear elastic behaviour within a finite element method to take
into account 3D heterogeneous medium. We set up an inverse
problem where the model parameters (as defined by Taran-
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tola [2005]) are the Neumann conditions (Fig. 1a). These
boundary conditions have no reason to match the real ones in
place. Solving the linear elasticity equation within an inverse
approach just guarantees to get an admissible stress field in
the whole domain (Fig. 1b). The CMA-ES algorithm is used
to solve the optimization problem and update the Neumann
conditions (Fig. 1c) as it shows good robustness to solve illconditioned problems [Rios and Sahinidis, 2013].
The contribution contents are organised as follows. Section 2 sets up the forward problem and justifies the methodology we choose to compute the 3D stress field. The misfit function between the computed stress and the observed data as well
as the minimization of this function are presented in section 3.
In this section, we also detail the libraries that we developed
and the combination of tools that we built to solve the forward
problem on complex 3D geological models and to reduce the
misfit functions using high performance algorithms. Finally,
our method is tested in section 4 using a synthetic stress field
generated using a large deformation simulation [von Tscharner
and Schmalholz, 2015] as reference.

Symbol

Rock properties
E
ν
C
ρ
ηeff
M

L

u
ε
σ
f
g
h
ai z + bi

2 The forward problem
Table 1 defines all the symbols used in the paper.
Following Tarantola [2005], the forward problem links a set
of model parameters m to a set of data d through an operator
F such as:
d = F (m)

d
dobs
m
m prior
F
S

(1)

In our case, the operator F expresses the mechanical system
under study, which will be set in section 2.1. m contains mechanical parameters and d contains the stress field values. The
choice of F , m d and is driven by the hypothesis done on the
mechanical behaviour. The result of the forward problem is
the Cauchy stress field on a 3D domain Ω (e.g. a geological
model).

Subscript that identifies the layer of the synthetic
model
Mechanical quantities
Displacement vector
Strain tensor
Cauchy stress tensor
External forces
Prescribed displacement (i.e. Dirichlet condition)
Prescribed force (i.e. Neumann condition)
A part of a piecewise Neumann boundary condition
Inverse problem related symbols
Vector of data
Vector of observed/measured data
Vector of model parameters
Vector of prior knowledge on model parameters
Operator linking m to d
Misfit function

Table 1

The operator F should not depend on the geological history.
Stress computation is done on the current geometry of the
geological layers. The assumption of the small displacement is
made [Salençon, 2012]. As a consequence, the operator F can
be defined as a boundary-value problem, which the associated
strong form is:







Young’s modulus
Poisson’s ratio
Elasticity tensor
Density
Effective viscosity
Subscript that identifies the matrix of the synthetic model

Mathematical notation
Repeated lower cases subscripts are summed up from 1 to 3.
Partial derivative with respect to x i are denoted by ,i

2.1 The mechanical system



σi j, j + f i = 0




σi j = Ci jkl εlk

Definition

2.2 Inverted parameters
The values of parameters such as elastic coefficients (e.g.
Young’s modulus E and Poisson’s ratio ν found in C ), density
ρ (found in f ) and the prescribed displacements and tractions
have to be known for solving Eq. 2. Eq. 1 can be re-written as:

F ({E, ν, ρ, h, g }) = {σ}

in Ω
in Ω

ui = g i

on Γ g

σi j n j = hi

on Γh

Symbol definitions.

(3)

The inverse formulation aims at retrieving the model parameters honoring the observations through the operator F . The
seismic [Bosch et al., 2010] and wellbore data interpretation
could lead to the elastic coefficients and density estimation.
We can reasonably make the assumption that this information
is sufficient to build the mechanical model and do not invert
them. The only model parameters to invert are the Neumann
conditions so Eq. 3 reduces to:

(2)

where f is the external force, C is the elasticity tensor, u is the
displacement vector and ε is the strain tensor. The domain Ω is
bounded by Γ as Γ = Γ g ∪ Γh and Γ g ∩ Γh = ; . g is a prescribed
displacement on Γ g (i.e. Dirichlet condition), h a prescribed
force on Γh (i.e. Neumann condition) and n is the normal to Γh .
The weak form is set from 2 and is solved using a displacement
based finite element method following Zienkiewicz and Taylor
[2000]. Solving the weak form guarantees the stress solution
to be statically admissible in the whole domain Ω.

F ({h}) = {σ}

(4)

The reader has to keep in mind that the inverted Neumann conditions are not the real boundary forces in place. The ultimate
goal of this study is to estimate the 3D stress field using the
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Figure 1 The integrated method we propose to estimate stress state in rock mass constrained by observed data (taken along well-paths in
this example).
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inverted Neumann conditions. Neumann conditions are here
defined as piecewise continuous linear functions as Madyarov
and Savitski [2010] proposed. These conditions are defined
on two orthogonal faces of the model. The discontinuities are
set where the horizons and the faults cross the boundaries.
To simplify the mathematical expression of the applied forces,
the model is supposed to be oriented in the direction of the
principal stresses so the tangential components of the Neumann conditions vanish (even if the library used to solve the
boundary-value problem can take into account forces which
are non collinear to the face normals). A piece i of the Neumann condition can be expressed as : ai z + bi (Fig. 1a). Eventually, the inverse problem is summarized as the search for
the couples {ai , bi } for each piece of the Neumann conditions.
Eq. 4 becomes:
F ({a i , bi }) = {σ}
(5)

The misfit function has to be minimized using an optimization algorithm. There are basically two kinds of such algorithms : the ones based on the gradient evaluation of the misfit
function, and the ones based on a random search in the model
space [Tarantola, 2005]. The reader should be aware that each
evaluation of the misfit function presented in Eq. 7 requires
the solving of the Eq. 2. The gradient computation on such
functions can be difficult to determine [e.g. Giot, 2004].
The random search methods are more suited to optimize
such misfit functions. Many examples of use of such methods exist. We can cite the Simulated Annealing method [Kirkpatrick et al., 1983] [e.g. Deutsch and Cockerham, 1994, Beaty
et al., 2002, Das, 2012], and the evolutionary algorithms [Bäck
and Schwefel, 1993] such as the genetic algorithms [e.g. Gallagher and Sambridge, 1994, Das, 2016] or the algorithms
based on the Evolution Strategies such as Differential Evolution algorithms [e.g. Das and Prasad, 2015] or CMA-ES (Covariance Matrix Adaptation Evolution Strategy) [Hansen and
Ostermeier, 2001].

3 The inverse problem
3.1 Available data

CMA-ES is a stochastic search algorithm. It has demonstrated strong performances for solving ill-conditioned problems compared to other derivative-free algorithms [Auger et al.,
2009]. Moreover, unlike gradient based methods, CMA-ES can
easily optimize functions with a large set of parameters. That
is why we choose it to minimize the misfit function.

In-situ stress field can be locally estimated using several methods that lead to a partial knowledge of the stress tensor. Relaxation methods are often used in civil engineering [Amadei
and Stephansson, 1997]. The principle is to isolate a rock sample and to measure its displacement or deformation response.
Then, knowing the mechanical behaviour, the stress tensor is
deduced. Hydraulic fracturing [Clark, 1949] is used in civil engineering and in the petroleum industry. It gives an estimation
of the least principal stress magnitude and orientation [Hubbert and Willis, 1957]. Borehole imaging can be used to locate
borehole breakouts and tensile failures. The analysis of these
failures gives an estimation of the horizontal stress orientation
and under certain hypotheses the estimation of the values of
the principal stress tensor [Zoback, 2007]. All the information concerning the local stress field (orientation, magnitude
and corresponding standard deviations) could be taken into
account as long as they can be computed when solving the
forward problem. Thus, the observable stress data are stored
in a data vector dobs (Eq. 1) whose dimension is fixed by the
amount of data available.

The different steps of the algorithm are detailed in A.

3.3 Integrated tools to solve the forward and inverse problems

One objective of this work was to develop integrated libraries
which can be easily run regardless the complexity of the studied case. The starting point of this workflow is to build a 3D
sealed geological model using a geomodeler such as SKUAGocad [Paradigm, 2017]. We can build complex 3D geological models and easily modify the geometry of the geological
structures such as faults and horizons. We have conducted internal works to develop gridding tools to build unstructured
meshes on such 3D models, conformal to the faults and the
horizons [Botella, 2016, Botella et al., 2016]. These tools al3.2 Misfit function
low a full control on the mesh size (e.g. local refinment around
The misfit function aims at measuring the difference between
complex structures). The boundary-value problem defined in
the observed data dobs and the computed data d as well as the
Eq. 2 is solved using a homemade library (RINGMecha) which
difference between the prior information we have on the model
proposes a finite element implementation based on the MFEM
and the current model. This is the function to be minimized
library [MFEM, 2017]. We use the implementation of the finite
during the inverse process. It can be written as:
element solver available in MFEM so the forward problem can
be run using MPI (Message Passing Interface) parallelization.
n
S: R
7−→ R

 MPI allows to distribute the computation on various computers
to increase the finite element performances, which is a great


m 7−→ S(m) = 12 ||F (m) − dobs ||2 + ||m − m prior ||2  advantage when dealing with large domains. The CMA-ES
|
{z
} |
{z
}
implementation is based on the C ANSI code [Hansen, 2016]
data misfit
model misfit
and is encapsulated inside an optimization library (GNIR). To
(6)
As mentioned in Sec 2.2, the purpose of the method is to re- enforce the integration of these different libraries, they all depend on RINGMesh, a free programming library for developing
trieve an admissible stress field matching the data by modifying
mesh based geomodeling applications [Pellerin et al., 2017],
the boundary conditions. We do not expect to have meaningful
so they share the same data structure and use its API (Applicaboundary conditions. As a consequence, the “model” term of
tion Programming Interface). As a consequence, the different
Eq. 6 can be dismissed. The misfit becomes:
libraries never require a disk access to exchange data. The
S : Rn 7−→ R
following code snippet presents the way these libraries can be
(7)
2
associated together to form an integrated software.
m 7−→ S(m) = ||F (m) − dobs ||

4

Surface
Code 1 Code snippet to demonstrate how the different libraries and methods could interact to solve the inverse problem.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Top
Bottom
West
East
North
South

// Load t h e meshed g e o l o g i c a l model
RINGMesh : : GeoModel model ;
RINGMesh : : l o a d ( ’ my_model . gm ’ , model ) ;
// Choice o f t h e S i m u l a t o r
RINGMecha : : S i m u l a t o r f e _ s i m u l a t o r ( ’ mfem ’ ) ;
// S e t t h e g e o l o g i c a l model
// t o t h e s i m u l a t o r
f e _ s i m u l a t o r . set_geomodel ( model ) ;

Prescribed strain rate
x

y

z

none
none
0
-1
none
none

none
none
none
none
-1/3
0

4/3
0
none
none
none
none

Table 2 Boundary conditions applied for the single layer folding
simulation. Orientation of the model is specified in Fig. 2.

// Choice o f t h e o p t i m i z a t i o n method
GNIR : : O p t i m i z e r o p t i m i z e r ( ’ cmaes ’ ) ;

and the matrix viscosity). The layer is initially perturbed following A(x, y) = A0 cos(k x )sin(k x ), where k x and k y are the
wavenumbers in x and y direction. The reader may refer to
von Tscharner and Schmalholz [2015] for more information
on this perturbation and its evolution through time. Boundary
conditions are summarized in Table 2.
All the parameters are dimensionless and are normalized
using the layer thickness H and the strain rate. The simulation
is run with a time-step ∆t = 0.01 and it is stopped after 50
time-steps. Fig. 2 presents the initial configuration of the layer
horizons and the resulting fold after the simulation.
Stress is computed iteratively during the simulation process
using PINK-3D. Fig. 2 shows the resulting stress σref
x x in the x
direction on different slices of the model. The stress is mainly
accumulated in the strong thick layer while it remains low in
the matrix. The stress variation is also higher in the layer
because of the fold which locally induces a compressive stress
nearby the fold lower surface and an extensive stress nearby
the fold upper surface. This computed stress field is taken as
reference for testing the inversion. Nine virtual wells which
are homogeneously distributed inside the model as shown in
Fig. 2c, d, and e. σ x x and σ y y are extracted on five points per
well. These extracted values are used as data for the inversion.

// Load t h e s t r e s s data
Data s t r e s s _ d a t a ( ’ s t r e s s _ d a t a . t x t ’ ) ;
// D e f i n i n g t h e m i s f i t f u n c t i o n .
// Reminder : t o be e v a l u a t e d ,
// t h e m i s f i t f u n c t i o n needs
// t o s o l v e t h e forward problem d e f i n e d
// i n f e _ s i m u l a t o r and
// t o compare t h e r e s u l t t o t h e data
MisfitFunction mis_function ( fe_simulator ,
stress_data ) ;
// S o l v e t h e i n v e r s e problem
optimizer . optimize ( m i s f i t _ f u n c t i o n ) ;
// D i s p l a y t h e o p t i m i z e d p a r a m e t e r s
// ( i . e . t h e r e t r i e v e d Neumann c o n d i t i o n s )
optimizer . display_solution () ;

The strength of this workflow is that, even if here we use the
finite element method to solve the boundary-value problem
defined in Eq. 2 and choose the CMA-ES algorithm to optimize
the misfit function, the libraries were developed with an abstraction allowing the developer to plug other optimization
algorithms or other mesh based simulators to solve the inverse
problem.

4 Test
4.2 Hypothesis

To test our method, a synthetic stress state is generated using
a dynamic large-deformation simulation to generate a simple
fold from a single thick flat layer embedded in a weaker matrix.
The algorithm used to solve such problems is called PINK-3D
and is presented in von Tscharner and Schmalholz [2015] (the
code is available at the editor website as supporting information). The resulting stress is taken as reference stress and some
values are extracted along virtual wells and are used as data
for the inverse problem.

The goal is now to test the method described in sections 2
and 3 and to compare the stress computed with the inverted
Neumann conditions. The stiffness difference between the matrix and the layer is modeled with a ratio of 50 on the Young’s
moduli (E L /E M = 50 where E L and E M are the Young’s moduli of the layer and the matrix). The Poisson’s ratio is set to
a constant value on the whole domain: ν = 0.25. The Neumann conditions are applied on the West and South boundaries.
Because weight is not taken into account in PINK-3D, the ai
coefficients of the model space defined in Eq. 5 vanish, so a
model is reduced to m = {bi }i∈J0,5K . The m(i) are detailed on
Fig. 3. The first generation of {bi } for the CMA-ES algorithm
is formed using an initial mean b = 1 and an initial standard
deviation σ b = 10.
Comparing two simulation results can be very tedious. To
limit these problems, the large-strain computation resulting
mesh is reused as support for the finite element analysis during
the inversion (Fig. 2b). To reduce side effects induced by the
Neumann conditions, the South and the West boundaries are
set far away from the zone of study (Fig. 3). These extensions
will not be shown on the results for convenience.

4.1 Single layer folding using a large-strain algorithm
In this section we use a 3D Lagrangian finite element algorithm
to simulate a single layer folding embedded in a matrix.
We use this code on a 3D model with a strong thick layer
embedded in a weaker matrix. The model is very similar to
the one presented in section B3 of [von Tscharner and Schmalholz, 2015]. We use a layer thickness of H = 1 and an initial total height of Hmodel = 21. The stiffness difference is
modeled with a ratio of 50 between the layer and the matrix (η L /ηM = 50, with η L and η M respectively the layer
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Figure 2 a) Initial configuration of the model. b) Deformed model at t f = 50. Top and bottom layer horizons are only shown in these figures
in order to see the fold. c), d) and e) show different slices where the stress σref
(in the x direction) is computed using PINK-3D. Virtual wells
xx
are represented as green lines and σ x x and σ y y are extracted on the black dots.
North surface blocked in
y direction

stress σcomputed
. The evolution of the mean of each model
xx
parameter is shown in Fig. 5. The reader should be aware that
a negative model parameter matches with extensive boundary
conditions and positive values match with compressive boundary conditions. Fig. 5 shows that the retrieved boundary conditions are far from being homogeneous with a high contrast between the ones that are applied on the strong layer and the ones
applied on the matrix. Stress computation using linear elastic
model is ordinary in geomechanics. Neumann conditions used
are often set to a constant value [Lovely et al., 2012] or to a
single linear function [Gunzburger and Magnenet, 2014] in order to run forward simulations. This result demonstrates that
these classical modeling strategies could lead to high errors on
the in-situ stress estimation.
As shown in Fig. 6a and b, the σ x x distribution is different between the layer and the matrix. To compare the
retrieved stress σcomputed
with the reference stress σref
xx
x x , we
use two different color scales. One is used to compare the
stress in the layer (results are presented in Fig. 7b for the
middle slice) and the other is used to compare the stress in
the matrix (results are presented in Fig. 7c for the middle
slice). A global error is computed using a difference which
is normalized by the standard deviation for each distribution
(Eq. 8). The error is displayed on Fig. 7d. We have developed an online tool to visualize the stress fields and error in

Real model

Extended parts
East surface blocked in
x direction

m(0)

m(3)
m(1)
m(4)

m(2)

m(5)

Bottom surface blocked in
z direction

N

E

W

S

z
y

x

Figure 3 Model extensions in South and West directions and the
Neumann conditions location.

4.3 Results and comparison between the reference
and the computed stress
The CMA-ES results are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. CMAES succeeds to converge with a final misfit function value of
S(m final ) = 1.34 in 301 iterations or 3612 evaluations of the
misfit function. It manages to find the most suitable Neumann
boundary conditions applied on the model that minimize the
misfit between the reference stress σref
x x and the computed
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Figure 4 Minimum misfit function values for each generation of the
CMA-ES algorithm
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x x distribution in the matrix
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Figure 5 Mean values of model parameters for each generation of
the CMA-ES algorithm
m(0): top East Neumann condition mean value ; m(1): mid West
Neumann condition mean value ; m(2): bottom West Neumann condition mean value
m(3): top South Neumann condition mean value ; m(4): mid South
Neumann condition mean value ; m(5): bottom South Neumann condition mean value.
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x x distribution in the layer
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the whole model using an interactive slicer accessible here:
http://mazuyer-cageo2017.ring-team.org.
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error =

||σcomputed
− σref
xx
x x ||
std

(8)

05

Fig. 7b shows that σcomputed
presents similar variations to
xx
in the layer. Indeed, the inverse method manages to retrieve the compressive stress area nearby the fold lower horizon and the extensive stress area nearby the fold upper horizon. It means that the solving of Eq. 2 using the finite element
method can reproduce the stress distribution inside an isopach
fold, even if it was generated with a large strain simulation.
However, the inverse method failed to retrieve the most compressive and extensive areas. This observation can also be
noted by looking at the histograms of Fig. 6b and d: the σref
xx
range is [−130, 34] whereas σcomputed
range is [−107, 12].
xx
Fig. 7c shows that σcomputed
in the matrix is more subject to
xx
side effects, even if the boundaries were extended, particularly
nearby the bottom of the model. σref
x x variation is sharper than
σcomputed
.
Indeed,
the
histograms
of
Fig. 6a and c show that the
xx
σcomputed
distribution
is
closer
to
a
perfect
gaussian distribution
xx
than the σref
one.
xx
The error which is displayed in Fig. 7d shows that the high
errors are mainly concentrated in the matrix, nearby the fold
lower and upper surfaces. The error remains globally low in

4
computed

(c) σ x x

σref
xx

4500
4000

3
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1

0

1

distribution in the matrix

Mean = -48.264
std = 25.766

Number of occurences

3500
3000
2500
2000
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1000
500
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80

computed

(d) σ x x

60
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20

0

20

40

distribution in the layer

Figure 6 Distributions of the computed and reference σ x x in the
matrix and the layer. In both cases, σ x x is sampled using the 27
interpolation nodes of each mesh element
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the area of the data points. The differences between σref
x x and
σcomputed
can
be
a
consequence
of
a
wrong
choice
of
elastic
xx
parameters. Indeed, the ratio between E L and E M may not be
the same as the ratio between η L and η M used for the largestrain simulation and the Poisson’s ratio was arbitrarily fixed.
Moreover, the linear elastic assumption may not be sufficient to
well reproduce the stress state in the area where we expect to
exceed yield criterion such as nearby the fold lower and upper
surfaces.
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5 Conclusions and perspectives
A Use of CMA-ES to optimize the misfit
function

We have presented a complete method to estimate the virgin
stress in the reservoirs and the overburden with the integration of different libraries. Even if the work was presented with
the finite element method to solve the forward problem and
the CMA-ES algorithm to optimize the misfit function, a particular effort was made to allow the developer the possibility
to implement his own simulator or optimization algorithm, or
to plug-in an existing library like we did with MFEM. This
software integration gives to the user or the developer a complete control of the methods used. The dependency with the
RINGMesh library provides data structures that can handle 3D
meshes of complex geological structures. Using 3D meshes
while resolving the boundary value problem presented in section 2 is essential to take into account the effects of the geological structures on the stress. Faults are not taken into account
in the presented work as it is only based on linear elasticity.
Future study will focus on the integration of fault behaviour
in the forward problem. To keep an elastic behaviour which
guarantees low computational cost, one method could be to
modify the elastic parameters nearby the faults [Faulkner et al.,
2006].
Even if the method was tested on a simple case on which
we had the control on the data points, real case studies often
provide a poor number of stress data so the inverse problem
becomes ill-conditioned. The CMA-ES algorithm can take into
account a large amount of model parameters and it has shown
good performances to solve ill-posed problem. The CMA-ES
output gives a set of heterogeneous Neumann conditions that
are not the real boundary conditions in place and that would
not have been found without the inverse method. The application of these boundary conditions shows that the retrieved
stress presents very similar variations as the reference one. To
improve the precision of the algorithm, we are working on a
way to preconstrain the model with an initial stress. This initial stress could be the result of the rock weight and the stress
distribution that we can deduce by propagating the stress from
a data point, inside a fold or nearby the faults where we know
the stress patterns. This rough stress estimation could improve
the computation time and produce more precise results.
In this study, the input data used for the inversion was supposed to be free of uncertainties; this is unrealistic since data
acquisitions are always subject to measurement errors. A practical way for dealing with noisy data in the CMA-ES algorithm
is to increase the termination threshold according to data uncertainty level. Indeed, the diagonal elements of the posterior covariance will be larger and the individuals of the final
generation more scattered. Finally, the posterior mean and
covariance matrix could be used to draw sets of Neumann conditions corresponding to sets of 3D stress fields accounting for
the uncertainties on the wellbore data.

CMA-ES is based on a population that evolves until a termination criterion is reached. A simplified flowchart of the algorithm is given in Fig. 8. A population is described by a vector
m which has the size of the number of parameters to optimize
(i.e. the number of parameters to invert). The initial popu(0)
lation of model m (0) is generated from an initial mean m
and an initial covariance matrix C (0) (not to be confused with
the elasticity matrix) given by the user. The size of the population is denoted by λ. At a given iteration g + 1, an individual
(g+1)
mk
(k ∈ J1, λK) of the new population is created from
the mean and the covariance matrix of the previous iteration
(Fig. 8a):
(g+1)

mk

=m

(g)

+ σ(g) N (0, C (g) )

(9)

σ(g) is the step-size. It controls the “overall scale” of the distribution and N denotes the gaussian distribution. To build
a new population from this state, CMA-ES uses a two-step
algorithm: the update of the mean and the covariance matrix adaptation. For one iteration, CMA-ES evaluates the misfit function defined in Eq. 7. In our case, it means that the
boundary-problem defined in Eq.2 has to be solved λ times for
one iteration. To compute the mean at iteration g + 1, CMA-ES
uses the weighted sum over the µ best individuals (i.e. the
model parameters that minimize the misfit function, Fig. 8b).
m

(g+1)

=

µ
X

(g+1)

(10)

w i m i:λ

i=1
(g+1)

where w i are the weight coefficients, and m i:λ
(g+1)

the i-th best

(g+1)

individual at iteration g + 1 (S(m 1:λ ) ≤ S(m 2:λ ) ≤ ... ≤
(g+1)

S(m λ:λ )).
Two methods are combined to update the covariance matrix
C : the first one is the rank-µ update [Hansen et al., 2003] and
the second one is the rank-one update.
The rank-µ update involves the distance between the mean
at the previous iteration and the µ best individuals (Fig. 8c):
C

(g+1)

= (1 − cµ )C

(g)

+ cµ

µ
X

(g+1)

w i y i:λ

(g+1) T

(y i:λ

)

(11)

i=1

|

{z

Contribution of the
rank-µ update

}

with cµ the “learning rate” which weights the rank-µ update
(g+1)

m

(g+1)

−m

(g)

and y i:λ = i:λσ(g)
.
The rank-one update contribution involves the distance between the mean at the previous iteration and the current mean.
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Figure 7 a) Scheme of the model and localization of the different slices.
In all the following figures, the white lines represents the virtual wells and the black dots the localization of the data used for the inversion.
b) The reference stress σref
compared to the retrieved stress σcomputed
using the inverse method scaled to compare the results in the layer.
xx
xx
computed
c) The reference stress σref
compared
to
the
retrieved
stress
σ
using
the inverse method scaled to compare the results in the matrix.
xx
xx
d) The error computed as presented in Eq. 8.
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It can be assimilated to steepest descent in classical gradientbased methods (Fig. 8d)

a)

C (g+1) = (1 − c1 )C (g) + c1 pc (g+1) (pc (g+1) ) T
|
{z
}

(12)

Contribution of the
rank-one update

Generation of a
population using a
mean m(g) and a
covariance matrix C(g).

with c1 the learning rate which weights the rank-one update,
and pc (g) the cumulation path such that:
(g )

pc (g+1) = (1 − cc )pc

+

Æ

cc (2 − cc )µeff

m

(g+1)

−m

(g)

(13)

σ(g)

with cc the learning rate for the cumulation and µeff the variance effective selection mass computed from the weight coef
Pµ
2 2
ficients µeff =
.
i=1 w i
Finally, the rank-µ update and the rank-one update are combined to compute C (g+1) (Fig. 8e):

b)
Selection of the 
best individuals and
new mean m(g+1)
computation.

C (g+1) = (1 − c1 − cµ )C (g) + c1 pc (g+1) (pc (g+1) ) T
|
{z
}
rank-one update

+ cµ

c)

µ
X

(g+1)

w i y i:λ

(g+1) T

(y i:λ

)

(14)

i=1

|
Contribution of the
Rank- update of
the covariance
matrix C(g).

{z

rank-µ update

}

Learning rates cc , cµ and c1 can be set by the user weight both
rank-one and rank-µ update or estimated by the algorithm1 .
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